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Evaluation of Heat Pipes for
Conduction-Cooled Level II
Avionic packages
G. W. SCOTT
International Business Machines, Owego. New York 13827

H. J. TANZER
Hughes Aircraft Company, Torrance, California 90510

The application of heat pipes for the thermal management of conduction-cooled avionic
packages using VHSIC technology (I-W to 3- W chips) is addressed. Test results are used
to show the increase in the allowable power of the conduction-cooled avionic package
obtained with heat pipes. Thermal performance was satisfactory for both horizontal and
vertical attitudes . Performance predictions with a finite-element model are used to provide
(111 understanding of the constraints that limit thermal performance and package power.
Two Hughes prototype heat pipes using methanol as the working fluid are evaluated for
two package configurations: one for a pluggable 64-mm multichip module (MCM)
dissipating 50 Wand the other for single-chip modules (SCMs) surface-mounted on a
primed wiring board (PWB) . Both heat pipe designs are characterized relative to transport
capacity, liquid blockage. and heat flux.

INTRODUCTION
The lowest-level "field-replaceable" unit in a military system is the Level II package. In an avionic
system, direct air impingement on the components
is not permitted; therefore, the Level II package must
provide a heat exchanger to transfer heat from the
components. The conventional conduction-cooled
Level II package uses a metal frame, bonded to the
printed wiring boards, PWBs, to conduct the heat
from the components to air or liquid heat exchangThe authors acknowledge the following people: S. Ramos for extensive heat pipe testing at numerous power levels and orientations;
S. B. Chisholm for his support in producing the graphs showing the
thermal performance of the Level II packages discussed in this paper ;
C. S. Branscomb for providing the numerical results obtained with
the mathematical model.
Reprinted from Heat Transfer in Electronic Equipment-1986. ASME
HTD-Vol. 57, 1986, pp. 67-75, with permission of ASME.
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ers; see Fig. I. Metal plate conduction is cost-effective, permits a high package density, and does
not require the coolant to be metered to the individual Level II packages (a necessary requirement
with individual air-plenum heat exchangers). To enhance the thermal performance a flat-plate heat pipe
can be used, as shown in Fig. 2, to replace the metal
frame. The heat pipe is attractive because it is compatible with metal plate conduction. Hence, it can
be used to upgrade existing systems and to extend
the use of conduction technology to high-performance systems.
This paper evaluates several Hughes prototype
heat pipes to meet the cooling requirements of the
Level II packages defined by IBM. Key objectives
were to establish that the heat pipe panel provides
acceptable performance when operated at all attitudes including vertical, and that the interface area
between the Level II package and cooling rail of
the avionics box is satisfactory.
vol. 9 no. 3 1988
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Figure 1

Conduction-cooled Level Il package.

The test articles consisted of two heat pipe designs: the vapor chamber and the embedded substrate. The designs differ in that the vapor chamber
employs a common chamber enclosed by a single
face sheet and the other uses flat discrete heat pipes
embedded in a frame between two face sheets . Of
specific interest is the control of the junction temperatures of l-W to 3-W CMOS chips in a "topcooled" multichip module, MCM, and in a singlechip module , SCM, that is surface mounted on a
PWB . Tests performed simulated 5-W SCMs (the
power required before changing to the lower CMOS
technology). Curves are provided to predict the performance with 3-W chips . Test results are compared to the performance obtained by tests with alu minum frames for the two package configurations
and to the theoretical performance with an ideal heat
pipe.
The Level II package with surface-mounted components on PWBs is more commonly used and
therefore is given greater attention in this paper. The
influence of the thermal path resistances (see Fig.
3b), temperature constraints, and chip power are
shown by the curves in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. These
curves are based on results obtained with a finiteelement thermal model of the Level II package developed by Branscomb [1]. Validity of the model
HEAT LIQUID SATURATED
PIPE WICK
HEAT DISSIPATING
COMPONENT

LIQUID OR AIR COOLED /
COLD WALL OF CHASSIS

Figure 2

Edge-cooled heat-pipe heat exchanger.
heat transfer engineering

was established by comparing the computed results
to test data for selected load arrangements on a Level
II package with a metal frame.
Avionic systems impose severe thermal requirements : typically junction temperatures are limited to
110°C and the cooling-air exhaust temperature to
71°C. Thus, for a worst-case temperature drop of
only 39°C the Level II package thermal design must
attain an acceptable level of power and provide suitable junction temperatures. The difficulty of simultaneously achieving both is magnified by the introduction of VHSIC technology using 1-W to 3-W
chips in surface-mounted modules. With the higher
chip powers the Level II package power may be
reduced to an unsatisfactory level in order to satisfy
junction temperature requirements.
The heat pipe offers a means of obtaining a satisfactory package power while meeting junction
temperature requirements with the higher chip powers . Package power will be higher than with a metalplate heat exchanger. Since the relative gain will
increase as the resistances in the thermal path are
reduced, careful attention must be given to reducing
the path resistances .
Schematics of the thermal paths for the two package types evaluated are shown in Fig. 3. The resistance values from the Level II package to cooling
air plenum are representative when power is equally
distributed across the two clamped interfaces, i.e .,
actual resistances are halved. The temperature drop,
t:..T" between the chip package interface and the
surface adjacent to the clamped interface, see Fig.
3, is the sum of two linear terms [2]:

(1)

where

R c = concentrated power resistance (for one of N
loads)
RD = distributed power resistance
Pc = total concentrated load
P D = total distributed power
N = number of concentrated loads
t:..T( provides a relative measure of the thermal performance of the Level II package. For the package
configuration depicted in Fig. 3a, the second term
in Eq. (1) is zero, since there is no distributed power.
The contribution of the resistances shown in Fig.
3 to the total allowable temperature drop between
junction and cooling air is obtained by multiplying
vol. 9 no. 3 1988
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Typical thermal path resistances .

each resistance by the appropriate power (chip power,
MCM power, or package power). R c and R D can be
established by tests for a Level II package with concentrated loads . Using Eq. (1) , t1T( can then be determined for any chip power, and total package
power. A basis for comparison is provided for the
package with PWBs, Fig. 3b , by determining t1T)
using NASTRAN finite-element analysis to model
the three-dimensional heat conduction of the Level
II package [I]. In the thermal model the ideal heat
pipe can be represented as a frame with infinite
thermal conductivity, i.e ., a thermal path with zero
thermal resistance. The t1Tj obtained is due to the
PWB, since without the PWB the t1T) would be zero.
Thus. the mathematical model for a Level II package with an ideal heat pipe establishes the influence
of the PWB. When combined with the temperature
drops due to resistances in Fig. 3b, the theoretical
maximum power can be determined.
The t1T) as a function of total package power,
obtained with the numerical model , is shown in Fig .
4 for an ideal heat pipe and an aluminum frame in
a Level II package having three 3-W SCMs in the
center of the PWB . The size of the ideal heat pipe
and aluminum frame in the mathematical model are
identical to the prototype vapor chamber test arti34
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c1e, i.e . , 25.4 em x 12.7 em x 0.40 ern. Heat input of each SCM is assumed to be evenly distributed into a 1.78-cm x 1.78-cm area (pad) on the
PWB. Also, curve C shows the curve for the Level
II package with an aluminum frame without PWBs,
a theoretical condition . Comparing curve C with
curve A shows the increase in t1T( due to the PWB.
This increase is not as great as for the PWB on an
ideal heat pipe; see curve B. The effect of the PWB
on t1T( is not as great with the aluminum frame ,
relative to the ideal heat pipe, because of the lower
thermal conductivity. With the lower thermal conductivity frame, the heat will spread over a greater
area when passing through the PWB ; hence , the
thermal path resistance will be smaller. Similarly,
with the actual heat pipe the effect of the PWB will
be less than with the ideal heat pipe. The t1Th however, will still be smaller with the ideal heat pipe .
Figure 5 shows the theoretical t1T) curves from
Fig. 4 for the aluminum frame and ideal heat pipe
Level II packages added to the temperature drops
produced by the thermal resistances depicted in Fig .
3b. A 3°C temperature drop is added (curve D) to
approximate the temperature difference between
junction and bulk chip temperature. To provide an
additional basis for comparison, the predicted t1T1
for a Level II package with a copper frame is also
included. The allowable power for the Level II
package is established by the intersection of the heat
exchanger curves with the maximum allowable
temperature drop, e .g ., 39°C for 110°C junction
temperatures and a 71°C cooling air exhaust. As
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Figure 5 Predicted effect of thermal path resistance (see Fig. 3b)
on junction to air temperature drop .

shown by Fig. 5 , for a 39°C temperature drop a
total package power of 28 W is permitted . Therefore , with three 3-W center loads (SCMs) , a distributed power of 19 W may be added for the support electronics. Similar curves can be plotted for
different chip powers to establish for each chip power
the allowable distributed power. In this manner the
curves shown in Fig. 6 can be obtained. The curves
define for the arrangement of three center loads, the
allowable distributed power for any selected chip
power to limit junction temperature to 110°C with
a 71°C cooling air exhaust. Figure 6 is of special
interest since the curves for the ideal heat pipe and
the copper frame bracket the performance that can
be obtained with the actual heat pipe . The break in
each curve is included to show the allowable power
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can be limited by components contributing to the
distributed load when the concentrated chip power
is small, i.e., typically less than 1 W.

PROTOTYfE HARDWARE AND TEST
DESCRIPTION
In order to establish true resistance values and
evaluate heat pipe enhancement, Hughes prototype
heat pipes were subjected to tests as Level II packages . The test articles consisted of two designs: the
vapor chamber and the embedded. The vapor chamber is a frame and facesheet structure that is brazed
together and processed as a single heat pipe . The
test article measuring 25.4 em x 12.7 em x 0.40
ern, and weighing 680 g (Fig. 7a) is a copper and
stainless steel construction, utilizing copper felt wick
and methanol working fluid. The embedded substrate consists of sandwiching multiple small, flat
heat pipes between frame and skins . This test article
(Fig. 7b) measures 23.9 em x 11.7 cm x 0.25 cm
and weighs 220 g. It is constructed by epoxying flat
stainless steel heat pipes between aluminum facesheets. The individual heat pipes contain a stainless
steel felt wick and methanol fluid.
The heat pipe prototypes were considered to sufficiently resemble IBM Level II package sizes to
permit meaningful evaluation by thermal test.
Each heat type panel was integrated into two types
of Level II assemblies for evaluation:
1. PWB cooling-The heat pipe with two epoxyglass PWBs 0.23 em thick was populated with
nine button heaters mounted on 1.78 em XI. 78
ern copper blocks to simulate surface-mounted
SCMs and patch heaters to simulate support
electronics having uniform loads of 10-50 W,
as shown in Fig. 8a. Button heaters used for
concentrated loads were powered to 5 W, with
vol. 9 no. 3 1988
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Heat pipe test articles: (a) vapor chamber; (b) embedded.
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Types of Level II packages simulated and tested :

(0) double PWB with SCMs; (b) top-cooling MCM .
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the remainder powered to provide a heat flux
equal to the patch heaters.
2. Top cooling-This test simulates heat removal
from the ceramic cover of a 64 mm X 64 mm.
MCM having a power dissipation of 30-50 W.
The module is attached to the heat pipe by a filled
silicone , see Fig. 8b. Further development will
provide solid sections within the heat pipe for
fastening the heat pipe to rails on a mating PWB/
frame assembly.
Each heat pipe assembly was instrumented with
copper constantan (Type T) thermocouples epoxied
to the PWB and heat pipe surfaces. Thermocouples
for establishing A.T( for the heat pipes with PWBs
were located under each concentrated load . Thermocouples were made flush by indenting the PWB .
Three thermocouples were located on each of the
two condenser surfaces adjacent to wedge clamps.
The average of these six thermocouples was used
to establish the average surface temperature adjacent to the wedge clamp when determining AT( for
both Level II package configurations. A thermovol. 9 no. 3 1988
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couple located at the center of the MCM on the ogpc~siteside of CRe heat pipe ~ i a sused when deterrniifig AT, fbr the $rBp-ct~olingconfigurration,
All testhg was done using the water-cwfed
plenum fixture shown in Fig. 9. which was connected ta a temperature-e~~ntrolled
heat exchanger.
The fixteare simulates the actual mt>untingnf Level
IB pactcages within avionic boxes. Water coolant
temperature was set at 35 f 5°C. The heat pipe
assc~2blies%rereinsulated with 1 -8-cm-thick fcpas2
pads in addition to four wrdps rhin reflectisic Myfar, wihieh pmvided a calcealated heat loss ta the ambient fabtdratr~qair en%~irc?nme~-mt
of Iess lhaa 3% of
input power,
For the PWB assembly the individual button
heaters, wheo used ftw the concentrated loads, were
powered to 5 W with the distributed power increased frg~n30 to 60 W in imcreg22ents of 10 W, Fc~r
the top-cooling assembly. the test was performed at
36)and 60 W* Ail temperat~jrc:redings were taken
at szeady-state candationl; fk3r each power level and
g~%~entatios,
The heat p i p conclcnser Enterl"asces were
set at1).76 cm and claanged to coding rails w bth the
f S M 11.95-cm-wide wedge clamps, Testing at various orientations up to 90° roll (or pitch) wcre pctssible by using triangular wedges to suppnri the fixture,

Figure 9 "Itsr Exfurc with pragotyp mouotiay rollis (0" rolli,
Wo pitch ariestation shown),

28
VAPOR CHAMBER AT 90" ROLL, 0" PITCH

~ ~ ' EMBEDDED
4AT 90°

ROLL.

PjTCH

VAPOR CHAMBER
AT O" ROLL, a" PLTCH

2
0

0

25

SQ

7%

HEAT PlPE VAPOR TEMPERATURE, "C

HEAT PIPE PERFORMANCE PREBbCTIONS
Berfor~2;;znce
caickalations were perfo~medfc3r the
two test aeicles descibed. Conclusions can be drawn
frog23 the co~~jparison
sf the specific e ~ ~ b e d d eand
d
vapor chaa2ber designs, even though their sizes are
slightly different, Water is also being used for scPme
circkait-card heal pipe applications; hs~wever~
it was
not evaluated under this work and will not be discussed,
The static wickfng height {at t_ gravity) of ~2ethanol is shown in Fig, 10 fbr the two heat pipe substrates, For reference, the required wicking heights
for bsrth designs at several okentations is irxcfuded
i w Fig.. 10. The embedded design uriliized a wick
having smaller pore mdii (p., 1, and is thus better able
than the vapc3r chamber to wet the entire wick in all
except the ~22ostsevers;. r01l oientatiuns, This implies that the heat pipe wil reprime more quickly
fq3llowing partial *out from a 90" roll of extended
danratim or a high-aceeleratian maneuver,
The relatively thim walls of the flat-plate type of
heat pipe envelope are subject to flexure from methanol vapor press~~re
at the saturated conditions Both
types of designs rely on fixed e d g suppoa from
internal ribs to zainilx2ize this flexure, In an amnrestri3iaed csndition, the heat pipe test aeicles have
been measured to expand aaz additional 0,102 mm
in overall thickness when exposed to a contintlous
temperature of 95°C (Fig. 1 1). This is considered a
safe limit for the methanol-filled pipes, as vapor
pressure rises rapidly at higher temperatures.
Figure I2 skl~wsprectleted thennd trarmsport cavo1. 9 @8. 3

3m
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tional vapor flow area in each design pushes entrainment above capillary limits at temperatures of
250°C and higher. Although both designs are predicted to exhibit varying degrees of sensitivity to
19 orientation, the highest expected total power level
of 50 W can be met in all cases without the onset
of heat pipe dryout. When both designs experience
relatively equal gravity heads (cases 2 and 3) , the
vapor chamber greatly exceeds the power capacity
of the embedded due to the greater thickness (0.4
ern vs. 0.25) of the vapor chamber and the inherent
larger cross-sectional wick area. However, the
embedded design has a clear advantage in the baseline orientation (case I), where each individual heat
pipe experiences but a fraction of the full gravity
head.
Power density limits of the heat pipes are of interest due to concentrated electrical loads common
on PWBs . Experimental heat flux (Q/A) limits observed on evaporator surfaces of several recent
Hughes prototype flat-plate heat pipes are superimposed with analytically derived predictions for pool
boiling in Fig . 13. Nucleate pool boiling is predicted by Roshenow [3].
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(2)
where
C::&t = difference between surface and satura-

tion temperatures, assumed to be 5°C at
the onset of nucleate boiling according
to Eckert and Drake [4]
A = heat of evaporation
a = liquid-vapor surface tension at saturation temperature
Pr, 1J.t. = Prandth number, viscosity, density , and
PI, C I specific heat of liquid at saturation temperature
Pv = vapor density at saturation temperature
g = gravitational constant
a = surface and fluid combination constant,
which is 0.013 for copper or stainless
steel on water, and 0.003 for copper on
alcohol according to Dunn and Reay [5]
Peak nucleate heat flux occurring at the burnout
point (Qb/A) is predicted by Zuber [6]:

Qb /

A

(PI - Pv) 1/4( PI + Pv) 1/2
24 p, g [
2
]
p;
PI

=.2:.A,

a

(3)
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In between these extremes are plotted experimental heat flux values for heat pipe plates in horizontal and vertical orientations. Data represent
maximum power held prior to observing a dryout
on the evaporator surface , and include inherent heat
spreading due to internal wicks and ribs acting as
fins. For the various configurations tested, heat fluxes
of up to 5 W / ern" for the vapor chamber and 2 W /
cnr' for the embedded heat pipes have been measured to date .
The very small area available for interfacing with
the cold wall card guide (rails) in typical avionics
boxes creates a condition of high-condensation heat
flux within the heat pipe. A total page power of 50
W transferred through both one-sided condenser ends
(each measuring 0.76 em by 12.7 ern) translates to
a heat flux of 2.59 W /cm 2 • Assuming a condensation film coefficient of 1.42 W /cm2 C, a condenser film temperature drop of I.8°C is calculated
from Q = hAT. Any reduction in this available condensing surface area will create a linearly proportional increase in temperature drop . Heat pipe performance is thus strongly sensitive to potential
blockage within the condensers by liquid and/or
small concentrations of noncondensable gas that may
be present. The sensitivity to liquid blockage because of liquid expansion or excess fill at high operating temperatures is shown in Fig. 14. If the heat
pipe is charged to 100% methanol fill for operation
at 21°C, it will require 21 .7 g for the vapor chamber
and 0 .72 g for each of the embedded pipes. At 70°C,
the methanol liquid has a lower density and consequently will block, respectively , about 67% and
86% of the condenser area for the vapor chamber
and embedded test articles (assuming the worst case
where all excess liquid collects in the two condenser regions). Thus , it can be seen from Fig. 14
that the embedded heat pipe is significantly more
prone to a liquid blockage condition. Optimum heat
pipe performance is achieved by selecting a 100%
charge for near the highest operating temperature,
and tolerating a slightly underfilled pipe at lower
temperatures .

TEST RESULTS AND PREDICTIONS
The test results are not intended to represent a
vigorous characterization of the prototype heat pipes
in Level II packages. Typically , reduction of the
data provided only four points for the performance
curve C::&T1 vs. power. The curves obtained do indicate the expected performance with actual hardware and make possible meaningful predictions by
vol. 9 no. 3 1988
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Methanol charge vs. condenser blockage.

simple graphical techniques based on Eq. (l) and
the thermal resistances shown in Fig. 3. As shown
by Figs . 15 and 18, the thermal performance with
the vapor chamber heat pipe approaches that with
the ideal heat pipe (frame having infinite thermal
conductivity) . ~Tl for the ideal heat pipe in Fig. 18
will approach zero for all values of power, since
only a bond line is between the MCM and the ideal
heat pipe.
The performance curves (~T, vs. power) based
on the test data are shown by the solid curves in
Figs . 15, 16, and 18. In addition to the heat pipe
performance curves, the performance based on test
of an aluminum plate is also shown. The plate size
for the curves shown in Figs. 15 and 17 is equal to
the vapor chamber heat pipe (25.4 em x 12.7 em
40
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x 0.40 ern). In Fig. 18 the size of the aluminum
plate is equal to the embedded heat pipe (23 .9 em
x 11.7 em x 0.25 em), ~TI for the curves in Fig .
15 is for the concentrated load producing the highest surface temperature , and is relative to the average of three temperature locations adjacent to the
two wedge clamps (six temperature measurements) .
Performance with the vapor chamber heat pipe
and the aluminum frame with three 5-W center loads
and distributed loads is shown in Fig. 15. Rotating
the vapor chamber heat pipe assembly 90° produced
a temperature change of less than 1°C. Also shown
is the performance predicted with the numerical
thermal model for a copper frame and an ideal heat
pipe. Curve E shows the predicted performance based
on test data for the vapor-chamber heat pipe with
three 3-W loads. The curve starting at the origin
and passing through the 15-W point on the level
vapor-chamber performance curve is the predicted
performance of the vapor-chamber heat pipe package with only concentrated loads. The predicted
performance curve for three 3- W loads and distributed loads intersects this curve at the value 9 Wand
is parallel to the vapor-chamber performance curve
obtained from the test data (curve C). Curves for
other chip powers can be obtained in a similar man~
ner.
The performance with the embedded heat pipe
with three 5-W center loads was unsatisfactory as
a result of reaching the heat pipe boiling limit. The
observed heat flux limitation is characteristic of the
slab wick type of embedded design, which has duel
vapor spaces on .both sides of the wick . To handle
higher concentrated heat loads, the design requires
placement of wicks with center vapor spaces against
internal walls. The liquid-vapor interface area is thus
significantly increased, resulting in a higher heat pipe
boiling limit.
Figure 16 shows the predicted effect of chip power
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Figure 15 Test results and predictions with three center-concentrated loads.
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on the allowable distributed power for the Level II
package with PWBs and a vapor-chamber heat pipe.
The curve is based on the predicted dT, for selected
chip powers obtained from Fig. 15 and th~ thermal
path resistances in Fig . 3b. Curves for the Ideal heat
pipe and copper frame Level II packages, based on
the numerical thermal model, are repeated from
Fig . 6.
Performance with both the vapor chamber and
embedded heat pipes was unsatisfactory when tested
with six 3-W loads positioned on the PWB adjacent
to the wedge clamps. The dTI was higher than that
obtained with an aluminum frame . Condenser
blockage and nonoptimal surface finish are primarily responsible for the poor performance; these are
two areas of heat pipe design needing improvement. Figure 17 shows the measured performance
with an aluminum frame and the performance pre-
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Test results: top-cooling MCM .

dieted with the thermal model for a Level II package with a copper frame. Based 'on the predicted
performance curve for the vapor-chamber heat pipe
with three 3-W center loads (curve E, Fig. 15),
placing six 3-W loads at the center of the two PW~s
will yield a lower dT, than the metal frames WIth
edge loads. Thi s curve is repeated in Fig. 17.
Figure 18 shows the thermal performance when
"top cooling" a 64-mm MCM with an embedded
heat pipe and a vapor-chamber heat pipe for horizontal (0 roll, 0 pitch) and vertical (90 roll , 0°
pitch) positions . At the highest tested power of, 6.0
W, the resultant input heat flux of 1.5 W/ ern" IS
well within the boiling limit of either heat pipe. Curve
A shows the performance, based on test data with
a solid aluminum plate dimensionally equal to the
embedded heat pipe. The smallest dT, for a given
power is obtained with the vapor-chamber heat pipe.
The higher dTI with the embedded heat pipe is due
in part to the thinner cross section (0.25 em vs. 40
ern). In the vertical position the vapor chamber dissipates the higher percentage of the MCM power
across the top interface. This is shown in Fig. 18
by the small temperature drop , dTI TOP , relat ive to
the top condenser surface adjacent to the wedge
clamp (curve F) compared to the temperature drop,
dT[ BOTTOM relative to the bottom condenser surface
adjacent to the wedge clamp (curve D) . The power
dissipated by the top condenser, PTO P is given by
the expression
0

0

PT OP = (

dT,
!!:.Tr TOP

0

BOTTOM

+ dTI BOTTOM

)

P

MCM

(4)

where dT[ BOTTOM and dTI TOP are respectively based
on the average temperature at three locations on the
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condenser surface adjacent to the bottom wedge
clamp and the top wedge clamp . Since !1T) TOP is
much less than !1T1 BOTTOM, as shown by Fig. 18,
the total MCM power can be assumed to be dissipated across the top interface. To obtain the temperature drop to the cooling air, thermal resistance
values shown in Fig . 3a must be doubled, since the
values shown are based on the power being equally
dissipated by two air heat exchangers.
The temperature drop !1T. with the embedded heat
pipe were approximately equal for operation in both
0° and 90° positions.

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are restricted to avionic
packages addressed by this paper with junction temperatures limited to 110°C and the cooling air exhaust temperature to 71°C.
Results support the use of a vapor chamber heat pipe
to top cool a 50-W, 64-mm MCM with 3-W chips.
Heat pipes specifically designed for this application are projected to exhibit a thermal resistance , R T P , of 0.04°C/MCM W (see Fig. 3a).
Heat pipes can provide a substantial increase in the
allowable distributed power of the Level II avionic
package with concentrated heat loads . The PWB
interface area of 1.78 ern x 1.78 em used for
testing concentrated loads is very optimistic. With
5-mm chips and an interstitial material between
the SCM and PWB, the effective interface area
is not expected to be greater than 0 .76 em x 0.76
m (0.58 em'). The allowable distributed power
will therefore be significantly reduced: with 3-W
SCMs the allowable distributed power is predicted to be less than 8 W.
The performance gain offered by the heat pipe is
diminished by the high resistances in the thermal
conduction path between the chip and cooling air.
To further improve performance with surface mounted components will require enhancement
of the thermal path through the PWB.
The wedge clamp interface area used for the heat
pipe tests (0.76 em x 12.7 ern) was shown to be
satisfactory for both horizontal and vertical operation. Performance was not significantly affected by a change in altitude.
Extensive vibration testing of the heat pipe in Level
1I packages is required before the heat pipe can
be used in avionic systems .
Performance with a vapor chamber heat pipe of the
size and construction tested can be approximated
42
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by a mathematical model having a frame with
infinite thermal conductivity.

NOMENCLATURE
A

g

h
Hi
Lc
Le
N
Pc
Po
PMCM
Prf

Q
Qh/A
Qmax.c

!1TBOTTOM

!1t

P,
Pv
(J

area
surface and fluid combination constant
specific heat of liquid at saturation temperature
gravitional constant
heat transfer, coefficient
height (Fig. 12)
condenser length
Evaporator length
number of concentrated loads
total concentrated load power
total distributed load power
multichip module power
Prandth number at saturation temperature
total package power
power dissipated by top condenser (90°
roll, 0° pitch)
heat flow rate
peak nucleate heat flux
thermal transport capacity
concentrated - power thermal resistance
for one load
distributed power thermal resistance
multichip module power thermal resistance top plate (Fig. 3a)
pore radii
temperature drop
temperature drop between concentrated
heat load and heat exchanger surface
(Fig. 3)
temperature drop between concentrated
heat load and bottom heat exchanger
surface (roll -90°)
temperature drop between concentrated
heat load and top heat exchanger surface (roll -90°)
difference between surface and saturation temperature
deflection (Fig. 11)
Heat of evaporation
liquid viscosity at saturation temperature
liquid density at saturation temperature
vapor density at saturation temperature
liquid vapor surface tension at saturation temperature
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